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ABSTRACT 
The list of 34 heptahedra and 257 octahedra given by O. Hermes in 1899 is verified. 
A table is presented, compiled from published and unpublished sources, showing the 
number of polyhedra by subsets according to the number of faces and vertices, to the 
extent hat the members of such subsets have already been completely enumerated and 
verified or not questioned. The enumeration ofthe 9-hedra is completed by deriving the 
single subset of them missing from the table, resulting in the value of 2606 for the total 
number of topologically distinct convex 9-hedra. 
In 1832 Steiner, referring to polyhedra and after pointing out that 
there was one with 4 faces, two with 5 faces, and seven with 6 faces, 
asked the question: "How many different 7-, 8-, 9-, .-. n-faced bodies 
are poss ib le . . . ? "  [7, part I, page 27]. This question was answered for 
7 and 8 faces in 1899 by Hermes, who presented a table of the topologically 
distinct polyhedra with up to 8 faces, listing 34 7-hedra and 257 octahedra 
[7, part II, pages 313-333]. However, Gr/inbaum in his recent book, 
Convex Polytopes, states: "unfortunately, these numbers eem not to have 
been checked independently" [6, pages 288,424]. 
The numbers given by Hermes can be considered as standing verified 
for some time by certain work done in connection with 3-connected 
planar graphs. The graphs of the vertices and edges of the convex p olyhedra 
are 3-connected planar graphs, and any such graph can be realized as 
a convex polyhedron, by the theorem of Steinitz [6, page 235]. Now 
in the theory of perfect squared rectangles (subdividing a rectangle into 
unequal squares, and thereby seeking perfect squared squares) extensive 
use is made of 3-connected planar graphs, which have been called c-nets 
in this field and studied with this application in view [1, 3, 4, 9, 10]. 
The theory, originated and developed by Brooks et aL [3], shows that 
every simple (not containing a subrectangle) perfect squared rectangle 
corresponds to a "p-net" obtainable from a c-net by removing an edge, 
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and work in this fidd has resulted in the construction of complete sets 
of c-nets according to the number of edges. Bouwkamp [1] gives drawings 
of the c-nets, including duals, with up to 14 edges (two missing ones 
can be constructed from the last line of data on page 71). Duijvestijn's 
thesis [4] lists those with 15 and 16 edges, excluding duals, by a code 
enabling them to be drawn. The complete computer output listing the 
c-nets with up to 19 edges, by Bouwkamp, Duijvestijn and Medema [2], 
has not been published. The method of obtaining the Bouwkamp et aL 
table is described in Duijvestijn's thesis, which gives the program for 
deriving complete lists of c-nets, according to the number of edges, 
by computer, including the elimination of duplicates and different forms 
of the same net and the formation and identification of duals. 
Completeness i  assured by a theorem of Tutte [9] which shows how, 
given a complete set of the c-nets of order n (number of edges), all the 
c-nets of order n -~ 1 can be obtained, which procedure is utilized in the 
program. 
Considering the isomorphism of c-nets and convex polyhedra, there is 
a list of polyhedra having up to 19 edges and arranged by the number 
of edges, each individually described by a special coding system enabling 
it to be drawn out readily, in the Bouwkamp et al. table, and shorter 
lists in the other sources mentioned. The table has been so recognized 
[6, page 289]. The listing is complete xcept hat only one of a pair of 
duals is included in the table, duals being equivalent for the purpose 
for which the table was derived. 
The main part of the accompanying short table (Table 1), giving 
the number of polyhedra arranged according to the number of faces 
(from 4 to 12) and number of vertices (from 4 to 12), has been derived 
from the sources mentioned by appropriately counting the entries 
according to the number of faces and adding in the number of duals. 
Arrangement by number of vertices instead of number of edges results 
in a more compact able which exhibits the symmetrical nature more 
clearly. The entries in the main diagonal from upper left to lower right, 
shown in heavy type, are those in which the number of faces and number 
of vertices are equal. Groups symmetrically placed with respect o this 
main diagonal are the same in number of members, which are duals of 
each other. The diagonals in the other direction pass through the entries 
having the same number of edges; the highest complete one of these, 
from 9, 12 to 12, 9, passes through the entries 558, 6134, 6134, 558, 
totaling 13,384, with 19 edges. 
Returning to Hermes' list of polyhedra with up to eight faces, the 
number of heptahedra nd also the individual ones have been verified 
by independent construction and by the entries in the lists which have 
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been referred to. As to the octahedra, sketches of the precisely 257 
different ones derived from these lists, when compared individually 
with the entries in the Hermes list of 257 octahedra, resulted in a one-to-one 
correspondence. (Two typographical errors in the Hermes list [7, part II] 
are noted: on page 314, in entry 4, the third face 5 should be 6, and 
on page 331, in entry 70, the face 42 should be deleted.) 
Hermes went beyond the octahedra in several respects. A study is 
made of polyhedra having the same number of vertices as faces, and 
he lists 293 9-hedra with 9 vertices divided into a table of 51 self dual 
9-hedra nd a table of 121 reciprocally dual pairs [7, part IV, pages 318-321 
and 324-331]. The former contains an error in that number 51 (on 
page 321) is a duplicate of number 46 (on page 320); this presumably is
the error referred to by  Gr/inbaum [6, page 48]. The second of these 
tables lacks two pairs of reciprocally dual 9-hedra as the Bouwkamp et al. 
table and Duijvestijn's thesis list 173 c-nets with 9 faces and 9 vertices, 
duals not included; 50 of these are self dual, individually matching the 
50 given by Hermes after deleting the duplicate one, and the remaining 123 
would have a distinct dual. 
Hermes also studied the simple polyhedra, those in which each vertex 
has only three incident edges, and his paper includes a table of 50 simple 
9-hedra and 233 simple 10-hedra [7, part I, pages 38-58]. These values 
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have been verified [6, pages 288, 424] and are included in the table. 
Hermes also gives a figure of 1250 for the total number of simple 11-hedra 
and 7533 for the total number of simple 12-hedra, which however do 
not agree with the work of others, Brfickner [6, page 288] and Grace [5]. 
Grace has tabulated simple polyhedra by computer, resulting in 1249 
simple l l-hedra, which value however is indicated by Grfinbaum as 
not yet being firmly established, on theoretical grounds, but probably 
correct [6, pages 292-3, 424]. A value of 7616 for the number of simple 
12-hedra given by Brtickner is stated by Gr/inbaum as being probably 
incorrect [6, page 424]. Bowen and Fisk have generated by computer 
the "triangulations," duals of the simple polyhedra, with up to 12 vertices. 
They obtained 1249 with 11 vertices, thus agreeing with Grace, and 
7595 with 12 vertices, disagreeing with both Hermes and Brfickner. 
The table presented in this note is limited to the count of polyhedra 
which are individually identified and listed in the sources referred to. 
The entries in italics come from the unpublished source only; the others 
are found in or readily derivable from the publications that have been 
cited. Completeness of enumeration exists only up to the octahedra 
(and only up to.eight vertices). For the 9-hedra, the sum of the entries 
in the table is 2387 but the group with 13 vertices (20 edges) is missing. 
The members of this missing subset, represented by A in the table, can be 
obtained separately by several different methods, two of which will be 
described. 
One method of constructing the subset A of 9-hedra would be to 
apply the method and program of Duijvestijn's thesis to the appropriate 
group of c-nets with 19 edges. Tutte's theorem [9] is to the following 
effect: given the complete set of 3-connected planar graphs (c-nets) with 
n edges, the complete set with n + 1 edges can be constructed by the 
operation of dividing the faces, having more than three vertices, of each 
of the lower order ones by a line connecting two non-adjacent vertices, 
in all possible ways, and adding in the duals of the results so produced, 
with the further addition of the pyramid of (n + 1)/2 sided base if n + 1 
is even. The operation adds one edge and one face. Duijvestijn's program 
follows this method. If the c-nets with 20 edges were produced from the 
c-nets with 19 edges by this method, the members of subset A, 20 edges, 
would not be produced by the operation since there are no octahedra 
with 19 edges. But the members of the subset marked A' in the table, 
having 9 vertices and 13 faces, would come only from the 558 c-nets 
with 9 vertices and 12 faces, and the duals of these would be the members 
of the desired subset A. 
Another method turns out to be so simple in execution that it can be 
carried out by hand with a minimum amount of work. The preliminaries 
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to Tutte's theorem show that all the c-nets with n + 1 edges can be derived 
from those with n edges by performing the following two operations 
on the latter: (I) adding a new edge by connecting two non-adjacent 
vertices of a face, and (II) splitting a vertex having at least 4 incident 
edges, each of the resultant wo vertices having at least two incident 
edges, and connecting the two vertices with a new edge; and adding 
in the pyramid when n + 1 is even. (The theorem, limited to planar graphs, 
dispenses with operation II and dualizes the results of operation I instead.) 
Consider deriving the c-nets with 21 edges (in the table, the entries, 
all missing except he ends, in the diagonal from the 50 14-vertex, 9-face 
ones to the 50 9-vertex, 14-face ones) from those with 20 edges (the 
entries, all missing, in the diagonal from A to A' in the table) by applying 
the two operations to the latter. The members of the subset of 50 9-hedra 
with 14 vertices (21 edges) could only come from the subset A of 9-hedra, 
which have 13 vertices (20 edges), by application of operation II, which 
adds one vertex and one edge and leaves the number of faces unchanged. 
(To produce any of the 50 9-hedra with 14 vertices by operation I, which 
adds one edge and one face leaving the number of vertices unchanged, 
would require octahedra with 14 vertices, of which there are none.) 
Hence, all that is necessary to construct he members of subset A is to 
apply the inverse of operation II to the 50 9-hedra with 14 vertices. 
The inverse of operation II consists in removing an edge and merging 
the two vertices with which it was incident; the edge can be thought 
of as shrinking in length until the two vertices it connects coalesce into 
one vertex. Not every edge is removable; an edge which borders a triangle 
cannot be removed as then a face would be lost, and an edge which 
connects vertices of two faces which have an edge or some other vertex 
in common cannot be removed as then the 3-connectedness would be 
lost and, for the polyhedron, the two faces would collapse into the same 
plane or would cross each other. Kirkman [8] describes this operation 
of removing an edge, referring to it as "convanescing" an edge, and 
points out the two types of edges which are not "convanescible." 
The 50 9-hedra with 14 vertices are the simple 9-hedra, a complete 
list of which is given by Hermes [7, part I, pages 46-8] and independently 
by Grace [5, page 78]. The method of deriving subset A from them was 
carried out in the following manner. Drawings were made of the 50, 
on separate sheets, and the removable edges identified and lettered, 
but in cases of symmetry only one of a set of topologically equivalent 
edges was used. Photocopies of each sheet were then made, as many 
copies of each as there were removable dges, and the appropriate dge 
"removed" on each photocopy by simply drawing an oval around it, 
the oval passing through the two vertices which were to be merged and 
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representing the new 4-valent vertex. The result was some 400 figures 
which, when compared to eliminate duplicates and equivalents (a formula 
giving the number of faces of each type, and another giving the nature 
of the faces surrounding the single 4-valent vertex, being used for initial 
segregation), reduced to 219. With this number  for the missing group, 
the total number  of 9-hedra would be 2606. Of course unless independently 
verified, preferably by some other method, this value cannot be considered 
as established but at least it can serve as an estimate for the time being. 
As to the 10-hedra, only six, including the three or four smallest, 
of the ten possible groups according to the number of vertices are 
accounted for in the table. These six groups add up to 9716; the total 
number  is estimated as being in the neighborhood of 30,000, in case 
anyone should care to derive them. 
NOTE. I wish to thank the referee for suggesting a method of checking the figure 219 
for the number of 9-hedra with 13 vertices. The number of rooted planar graphs 
derivable from them was individually counted according to the method of Tutte (On the 
Order of the Group of a Planar Graph, J. Combinatorial Theory 1 (1966), 394-5). He 
showed that the number of ways of rooting aplanar graph is 4n/h, where n is the number 
of edges and h is the order of the automorphism group of the particular graph. The 
total obtained from the 219 graphs was 15,180, which agrees with the figure derived 
by Mullin and Schellenberg (The Enumeration of c-Nets via Quadrangulations, J. of 
Combinatorial Theory 4 (1968), 259-276) from theoretical considerations. The 
Mullin and Schellenberg calculations of rooted c-nets also make possible some obser- 
vations on the number of 10-hedra. Taking into consideration the subsets of these 
already known, it can be stated that the total number of 10-hedra would be more than 
31,000, and a revised estimate of approximately 33,000 can also be made. The table 
of rooted c-nets given by Mullin and Schellenberg, which is by number of faces and 
number of vertices, does not go high enough to permit complete calculation ofminimum 
numbers for higher orders of polyhedra. However, from the groups listed by them it 
can be seen that the number of ll-hedra would be somewhat over 425,000 and the 
number of 12-hedra considerably over 5,000,000. 
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